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THE EDITOR'S NOTE

Poison plants, baby teeth, crosscountry skiing, horses.
Those are the subjects of the feature
articles in this issue. It's kind of a
varied list. But of course a lot of people
through the ages have told us variety is
good.
My favorite piece starts on page 10.
The article is about scientists transferring embryos from horse to horse. But
the reason I like it best doesn't have a
thing to do with research. I didn't
realize when I headed out west of
campus to the OSU Horse Center, to try
and take some photos to go with the
article, I was really heading down
memory lane.
Horses aren't a part of my life
anymore. But when my two kids ask
their dad to tell them a story, at night
about the time they're supposed to be
going to sleep, they usually want to
hear about the escapades of "Old
Pepper."
Pepper pranced into my childhood
at a time when we lived in the country.
Animals were pretty cheap there in
rural Louisiana. My dad and mom
bought her for me for $35, if I
remember right, after a lot of
pleading in the year leading up to my
fourth birthday. She was a sorrel colt
with a white blaze, white mane and tail
and four white stocking feet.
Instantly, I figured I was in the big
time. I saw myself going from hopping
around the yard with a broomstick
between my legs to flying across
pastures and down dirt roads on a
magnificent steed.
A nine-month-old bundle of energy
had a different view.
I sensed things were out of whack
when Pepper jumped the old corral
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fence, a couple of barbed wire fences,
and ran off into the woods the first
time my pal Lamar and I tried to put a
bridle on her. A lot of what she did to
me in the next couple of years wasn't
very pretty. But my recent visit to the
OSU Horse Center started me rethinking my time with Pepper. I realized it
worked out for the best, and the
reasons were obvious:
Would my kids enjoy hearing about
their father galloping across the
meadows, the wind blowing in his
grinning, freckled face? Probably not.
Not compared to hearing about dad
sniffling and whining as he chased
Pepper around the countryside into the
night after she jumped those fences.
Would they enjoy a recounting of
tender moments, maybe when their
father's pony gave up feasting in a lush
stand of clover to trot over and nuzzle

All the times with
Pepper weren't ugly.

her beloved master? Probably not. Not
compared to hearing about Pepper
dashing under a clothes line, leaving
her passenger frozen in mid-air with
the clothes line buried between his chin
and adam's apple. Definitely not,
compared to hearing about me sailing
upside down through the summer sky
each time a breeze rustled a scrap of
paper or some leaves (now that I think
about it. Pepper's dream may have
involved rodeo work).

Don't get me wrong. All the times
with Pepper weren't ugly. Believe it or
not, she and a string of other pets
showed me the fun of being around
animals. Feeding and watering her
taught me valuable things about
responsibility (how to avoid it, I'm
afraid my mom might contend).
Eventually, we moved to the suburbs
in another state. The animals had to
stay behind, except for Pepper. We
hauled her along in a trailer and
found a pasture where she could live.
She continued to shun the traditional
horse-rider partnership until years later
when my sister (younger) entered an
Annie Oakley stage and "broke" her.
She and Pepper even did some barrel
racing together.
Me? I got involved with baseball and
football and basketball and girls and
cars and even schoolwork, on a limited
basis. I didn't see Pepper very much. I
was a little jealous, but at the same
time glad, the bond had developed
between her and my sister.
Then the word came one day, when I
was off in the service I believe, that
Pepper had died. As I understand it,
she broke into the building where the
feed was stored and ate herself to
death.
Even though we weren't exactly Roy
Rogers and Trigger in our youth, I
wish some researcher had saved one of
Pepper's embryos so we could transfer
it into another horse. I kind of like
the idea of giving my kids a fourhoofed bundle of energy, and
watching them generate their own
stories.
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UPDATE
the milk industry in Wisconsin, nicknamed the dairy
state.
"Each year they put out a
call for project proposals,
and this is one of the
things they wanted someone to work on," explains
McDaniel. "A lot of universities frown on anything
that is the least bit applied.
They want to do just basic
work. We believe that you
can do a lot of good basic
research along with applied
research like this."

MILK TO FIZZLE
An automobile bumper
sticker making the rounds
claims milk is "the udder
uncola."
It isn't, but it could be
with a little modification,
some OSU food scientists
believe.
They've set out to develop
a fruit-flavored carbonated
milk beverage that teenagers and others will buy instead of soda pop.
There obviously is consumer demand these days for
beverages that seem more
nutritious,
says
Mina
McDaniel, who directs the
OSU food science department's Sensory Science
Laboratory where food tasting experimentation is done.
"Just look at the dent
Slice (a fruit-flavored, sodatype beverage) has made in
the market since it came
out," says McDaniel. "Pepsi
was smart enough to add
just a little bit of fruit juice
to a carbonated beverage
and cornered a real significant part of the market.
"A carbonated milk beverage would be very nutritious," adds the Agricultural
Experiment Station researcher, who is doing the
study with food scientists
Floyd Bodyfelt and Mike
Hudson.
The researchers hope to
use Oregon products, besides
milk, in the drink.
"We're anxious to look
at some of our Oregon fruits
as possible flavorings: blackberries, raspberries, strawberries, blueberries," says
McDaniel.
The challenges in making
such a drink will include
learning more about how the
carbonation process affects
the fat and protein in milk,
explain the researchers.

A RASH STUDY

"It'll probably be a good
six months before we've got
anything at all to talk
about," says McDaniel.
Once experimental carbonated milk beverages are
available, volunteer taste
panels will begin rating
them.
Carbonated milk is not
new.
"It's been around a long,
long time, and there are
products in other parts of
the world," says McDaniel.
She mentioned a carbonated
milk beverage marketed in
Minnesota,
and
co-researcher Bodyfelt says a
drink similar to carbonated
buttermilk is made in Russia,
the Balkan countries and
Brazil.
The OSU effort is the
brainchild of the Wisconsin
Milk Marketing Board, an
organization that promotes
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If you've ever started itching after putting on a new
blouse, developed a rash after drying with a new towel,
or found welts on your feet
after hiking in new socks,
you'll be interested in a study
beginning in Oregon and five
other western states.
The project, being conducted through agricultural

experiment
stations
in
Oregon, Hawaii, Colorado,
Utah, Arizona and California, will be the first look at
whether health problems of
the skin are caused by various fabrics, dyes and laundry products.
"Medical data say skin
problems caused by fabrics
are not much of a problem,"
says Leslie Davis of the department of clothing, textiles
and related arts in OSU's
College of Home Economics. Davis heads the
project's technical committee.
"But just from asking
people, we think it is probably more widespread than
physicians would have us
believe. People just don't go
to a doctor for that kind of
problem. They learn to avoid
certain fabrics or laundry
soaps and leave it at that,"
Davis adds.
Because six states are involved, the study will include
variables such as climate.
Davis, who directs the re-

Home economics professor Leslie Davis

search in Oregon, will begin
her work with a preliminary
survey of skin problems attributed by consumers to
contact with clothing and
household textiles.
The survey of 750 individuals will consider possible relationships between the
perceived problems and both
population characteristics
and climatic conditions.
She'll also try to find out
how severe the problems are,
how the consumers determined the cause and coped
with it, how much consumers pay to care for textilerelated skin problems, and
what types of fabrics they
avoid.
In other parts of the
study, researchers will use
special laboratory equipment
to analyze physiological
changes of the skin when it
is subjected to fabrics of varying fiber content, construction, dye and finish.
Researchers also will try
to see how some fabrics improve medical conditions
such as diaper rash and foot
disease.

the fish in feed," says Jerry
Hendricks, OSU food scientist and project leader.
"Sometimes they eat it and
sometimes they don't."
Injecting substances into
eggs, instead of putting them
in fish food, allows the research team to work with
small amounts of the chemicals and precisely control the
quantity the fish are exposed
to, adds Hendricks.
The researchers are using
egg injection in addition to
the feeding method of studying cancer-related substances, notes Hendricks.
For years, Hendricks and
associates have used rainbow

trout as test creatures to
study the cancer process in
animals and humans. The
environmental pollutant research developed from those
studies.
"Bottom fish like sole,
flounder and Atlantic tomcod that live in estuary environments like Puget Sound,
Boston Harbor and the Hudson River have large numbers of liver tumors," says
Hendricks.
"Pollutants and potential
carcinogens are found predominantly in the sediments
and the surface film of the
water. Since the eggs of these
bottom fish float at the sur-

THE ACID TEST

EGGS INJECTED
Leading a fish to food
doesn't mean it will eat.
Trial and error has taught
that lesson to OSU researchers who are trying to find
out if pollution causes liver
cancer in ocean and freshwater fish. So they are
employing a new, direct approach in some of their experiments—injecting small
amounts of cancer-causing
substances directly into fish
eggs.
"Up until now, we have
been giving suspected carcinogens (cancer-causing substances) and cancer inhibitors (substances that may
block the cancer process) to

face during incubation, and
then the fish end up living
their lives out on the sedimented bottom of the
estuary, the eggs may be exposed to carcinogens at the
surface and the fish on the
bottom."
Hendricks is a member of
OSU's new Marine Freshwater Biomedical Sciences Specialty Center of Research,
part of the food science
and technology department.
Funding for the Agricultural
Experiment Station research
project comes from the
Environmental Protection
Agency.

An OSU researcher injects a cancer causing substance into a
trout egg.

Acid rain could be more
damaging to fish than is indicated by the standard tests
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency uses to predict acid rain impact, OSU
researchers have found.
The main problem is that
the standard toxicity tests,
done in a laboratory, do not
take into account seasonal
fluctuations in the acidity of
lakes and streams, the researchers have reported to
the EPA, which funded their
study.
Acid levels that are too
high can cause trout and other
fish to suffer decreased reproduction, retarded growth
or death, says OSU fisheries
and wildlife professor Larry
Curtis, who directed the research.
The EPA is moving to regulate acid emissions from industrial and other sources
that cause acid rain. The
agency arranged for the
OSU research as part of an
attempt to develop guidelines for acceptable surface
water acidification, says
Curtis. Currently, there are
no guidelines for that.
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TRADING
PLACES
Listen up, horse lovers: A synthetic hormone
may make moving an embryo from a top mare
to a "surrogate mother" cheaper and easier
Atiny white dot sinks slowly
through a cylinder of clear
liquid. "Do you see it?"
asks Linda Weeks, holding
the container to the light. "It's about
the size of a pinpoint.''
Weeks, a graduate student in OSU's
animal science department, has just
spotted the embryo she collected
moments earlier from Sherman, a
white Shetland pony mare. Even
though she's done this successfully
thirty times before, each success is
exciting.
"I was right," she says, examining
the embryo under a microscope. "It's a
little bit smaller than normal, but it's
there all right."
Within the blastocyst, as it is called
by scientists, are tiny round cells that
contain the genetic material for a
future pony. In a few minutes. Weeks
will transfer the embryo to Flicka,
another white Shetland mare. Flicker
will be the recipient, or surrogate
mother, for Sherman's embryo.
Weeks works under the supervision
of animal scientist Don Holtan, the
director of OSU's Horse Center. She
hopes to prove, through her research,
that an artificial form of the hormone
progesterone can be used to make
horse embryo transplants more successful and less expensive. Progesterone is
a hormone that influences when
horses and other mammals ovulate, or
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discharge eggs, during the breeding
cycle. It also must be present for horses
to remain pregnant.
"It's a practical project," says
Weeks. "It's something that, if it
works, will be real helpful to producers."
Embryo transfer is nothing new.
Beef and dairy cattle producers have
used the procedure for 15 years to
quickly upgrade their herds. Normally,
a cow is limited to one calf a year,
unless it has twins. With embryo
transfer, producers can collect several
embryos a year from a superior cow
and use surrogate mothers to carry the
calves to birth.
Horse breeders could do the same
thing, says Holtan.
"A stud can produce 200 to 300
foals a year with good artificial
insemination procedures," he says.
"And a mare's relegated to one foal.
So if you have a mare that's a
top-notch mare, you could (by using
embryo transfer) potentially raise eight
to 15 foals a year."
Holtan explains that, with proper
embryo transfer techniques and hormone treatments, it's possible to
collect an embryo from a mare every 16
to 18 days during the breeding season.
But, although researchers have
experimented with embryo transfer in
horses for the past 10 years, breed
associations have balked at using the
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procedure to produce multiple foals
from outstanding mares. Most major
breed associations, including those of
the quarter and Arabian horse
breeds, allow only one foal to be
registered per mare per year. The foal
can be produced by natural breeding,
artificial insemination or embryo
transfer. The breed association for
thoroughbreds prohibits any embryo
transfer foals from being registered.
Despite these restrictions, embryo
transfer offers other options for horse
owners, Weeks says.

Each attempt to transfer
an embryo costs from
$2,000 to $10,000.
"It would allow a producer to obtain
foals from an older mare that has
trouble carrying a foal or from a
two-year-old mare you normally
wouldn't breed because you figure
she's too young," she says.
Also, by breeding a mare and then
transferring the embryo, a horse owner
could obtain a foal from a top
performance mare without having to
take her off the show circuit.
Few horse owners take advantage of
embryo transfer. In fact, the procedure
is limited to research institutions and a
handful of wealthy owners and breeders.
That's mainly because each attempt to
transfer an embryo costs from $2,000
to $10,000 and has about a 25 percent
chance of success.
That's where Weeks' research comes
in. Her results indicate embryo transfer
can be done with less time, trouble and
money.
Much of the cost of embryo transfer
comes from the expense of maintaining
several possible recipient (surrogate)
mares. To successfully perform a
tranfer without hormone treatments, a
recipient mare must ovulate within
about one day of when the donor
ovulates. It's usually necessary to have
three or four potential recipients
available in hopes one will ovulate
within a day of the donor.
By treating mares with Regu-Mate, a
synthetic progesterone. Weeks has
successfully extended the "degree of
synchrony" between donor and recipient mares. She explains:
8
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How to collect an embryo: In the photo
Immediately below, Linda Weeks prepares
a saline solution. Going clockwise, she
uses the solution to flush the uterus of
Sherman, a Shetland mare, then examines
a tiny embryo washed out during the
flushing process and captured in a glass
laboratory tube.
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"We try to get mares three to four
days out of (ovulation) synch. Either
the recipient mare has ovulated three
days before or three days after the
donor."

it's not in the books
for the pleasure
horse owner."
Weeks uses Regu-Mate to create an
artificial hospitable environment in the
recipient mare's uterus. The idea is to
trick the recipient mare's uterus into
mimicking conditions in the donor's
uterus. The closer the progesterone
levels of the two mares, the better the
odds of achieving this, and the better
the odds of a successful transfer.
This type of procedure could eliminate the need for all but one recipient
mare and cut embryo transfer costs by
as much as $1,000, says Holtan.
The results so far are exciting.
Weeks has successfully transferred
embryos nonsurgically to recipient
mares that ovulated as many as three
days before or three days after the
donor mare ovulated. Those numbers
compare favorably with industry efforts.
Though costly, nonsurgical embryo
transfer is a relatively simple procedure.
Weeks breeds a donor mare every
other day during the mare's heat
period until the mare ovulates. She
determines the day of ovulation by
palpating, an internal examination
procedure.
Seven days after the donor mare
ovulates. Weeks tries to collect the
mare's embryo (which will exist, of
course, only if the mare has conceived).
First, Weeks flushes the mare's uterus
several times with a saline solution to
dislodge the embryo.
"The embryo is not implanted in the
uterus yet," she says. "It's freefloating. It should float out with the
fluid."
Then she waits about 20 minutes to
allow the embryo to sink to the bottom
of the cylinder holding the solution.
The chances of finding an embryo are
about 50-50.
If the collection is successful, she
inserts a plastic pipette (tube) through
the recipient mare's cervix to put the
embryo in the uterus. An internal
Oregon's Agricultural Progress—Summer 1986
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ultrasound scan taken seven days later
shows if the recipient retained the
embryo and is pregnant.
In this particular research project, if
the recipient maintains the embryo, the
researchers usually terminate the pregnancy at 30 days. Holtan explains why:

The established breeds
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Weeks gets ready to examine a laboratory dish containing a horse embryo.

A study using an artificially made form of the
hormone progesterone to simplify embryo transfer in
horses is only part of Linda Weeks' research.
Progesterone must be present in all pregnant animals if they are to remain pregnant. The researcher
has learned that a human-made progesterone can
offset a deficiency of the hormone.
To study that, she injected seven mares with a
hormone called prostaglandin on the tenth day of
their pregnancies. Prostaglandin stops natural production of progesterone. The mares' only source of
progesterone was a synthetic form of the hormone
called Regu-Mate, which she gave them.
Four of the seven mares given Regu-Mate stayed
pregnant—despite the lack of natural progesterone.
"Regu-Mate is, in fact, capable of maintaining
pregnancy when there's no natural progesterone,"
says Weeks. But she cautions against assuming that
synthetic progesterone will help all abortion-prone
mares.
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are afraid a flood of top

"We're not doing it to produce
babies; we're doing it to make the
technique as foolproof as possible so
that when we do go for it for real, we
will have a better idea of what's going
to happen."
Improved techniques may well make
embryo transfer more reliable. But
costs still will limit demand for the
procedure to horse owners and breeders who can sell their foals for more
than $5,000 to $10,000.
"It's not in the books for the
pleasure horse owner unless it's not an
economic decision but an emotional
decision," he says.

i

"A lot of people have mares that abort at 50 or 100
days, and they think that it's a progesterone deficiency.
But they don't know for sure. There's no way of
knowing that is actually the problem with each individual mare."
A mare may be unable to maintain pregnancy because of a poor uterus or an infection, says Weeks.
The only way to determine if the problem is a progesterone deficiency is with a series of expensive blood
tests during pregnancy.
If a mare does have a progesterone deficiency,
Regu-Mate can help her carry a foal to term, the
researcher believes.
But "the only thing we can say right now is: 'Try
this; it might help,'" she says.
Regu-Mate is not approved for use in pregnant
mares. But Weeks says many horse breeders treat
their abortion-prone mares with the synthetic hormone, hoping it will improve the mares' chances of
staying pregnant.
—Maria C. Maeder

i

The foals above and below are the result of embryo transplants. Some breed associations are afraid the procedure, which allows a
mare to produce many colts each year, will cause a flood of top horses and reduce demand for "mediocre animals.''

Unless major breed associations
relax their registration rules, though,
embryo transfer probably won't enjoy
widespread use as a means of quickly
upgrading stock.
Holtan says horse industry officials
worry that allowing multiple foals per
year from top mares could lead to a
surplus of horses, driving down
already depressed prices. But they used
the same argument against artificial
insemination, a practice now widely
accepted, he says.
Those arguments also were used by
cattle producers against embryo transfer when it first came on the scene, he
adds. But officials in charge of what he
calls "new" or "off" breeds began
changing the rules, allowing multiple
calves. Their actions paved the way for
widespread acceptance of embryo
transfer in the cattle industry.
Holtan thinks the newer, lesser
known breeds will open the way for
embryo transfer in the horse industry,

also. A few breed associations, such as
the Trakehner, Hanoverian and American Sport Horse, allow registration of
more than one foal per year. A breed
association for the Morgan horse breed
is considering allowing registration of
an unlimited number of foals per year.
And commercial embryo transfer firms
are springing up around the country.
Why are the lesser known breed
associations more flexible? They stand
to gain by building populations of top
horses as quickly as technology permits,
explains Holtan. The established breeds
are afraid a flood of top horses will
hurt demand for "mediocre" horses.
"What it comes down to," he says,
"is does the breed association feel it's
going to be detrimental or beneficial to
allow these practices?"
Maria C. Maeder is a free-lance
writer who lives in Eugene,
Oregon.
Oregon's Agricultural Progress—Summer 1986
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A SENSE OF DOLLARS
IN CROSS-COUNTRY SKIING
Keith Lampi chased people
through parking lots to find
out the economic value of
this free-wheeling sport

Wandering through icy
parking lots on Mount
Hood trying to question
cross-country skiers before they sailed off into the powdery
horizon was not Keith Lampi's dream
job.
But that's exactly what Lampi, who
has participated in the sport himself
since age seven, did last winter as part
of his study of the economic value of
cross-country skiing. The goal of his
survey, done with skiers on seven
Mount Hood recreation sites, was to
find out how much cross-country
skiers would be willing to pay for the
experience—what would it actually be
worth to them?
It's a simple question. But getting
the answer was a tricky task that

required sensitivity, discretion and
even self defense (running) in some
cases, says Lampi, a graduate student
in OSU's agricultural and resource
economics department.
He developed the survey in cooperation with his faculty advisor, OSU
agricultural economist Fred Obermiller.
He hopes his findings will help land
managers make decisions about land
allocations for competing resource
uses. Examples of the competing
resource uses include commercial
activities like logging, mining and
livestock grazing, and recreational
activities like hiking, fishing and
cross-country skiing.
"We're dealing here with what you
would call primary, as opposed to
secondary, economic benefits from a
recreational activity," says Lampi.
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"Any public land use generates
secondary local income. The logging
industry, for instance, generates a lot
of secondary income, whether it's from
the sale of log trucks or the purchase of
restaurant meals. A cross-country skier
also generates secondary income when
he or she buys skis, drives a car and
spends other money on recreationrelated activities. But the primary
economic benefit, such as timber sales,
is of particular concern to a land
manager trying to manage public lands
from a national perspective.
"Some Oregonians think the Forest
Service regulates land primarily for
timber sales, livestock grazing and
other market uses, but this is not the
case," adds Lampi. Managers are
directed by Congress to promote land
use that will maximize benefits for all
potential users.
People had studied the primary
economic benefits of using public land
for recreational activities including

"Then he charged
around the comer after
me with a ski pole."
fishing and hunting. But cross-country
skiing hadn't been examined as far as
he could tell, Lampi says.
With this in mind, he packed his
lunch in a bag and headed up Mount
Hood almost every weekend morning
for 16 weeks to find out how much
skiers valued the experience. The air
was always freezing. The skies (and his
fingers) generally were blue.
To avoid wasting the skiers' time,
Lampi quickly identified himself and
his purpose and asked them if they
would be willing to participate in a
telephone interview. He recorded the
phone numbers and addresses of those
who said yes.
Dealing with parking lot populations

is, essentially, dealing with the
unknown, he points out.
"There was such amazing diversity.
There were the free-loving spirits, sort
of throwbacks from the sixties. There
were big-bearded, back-to-nature guys.
There were young couples who gross
over $50,000 a year. There were some
surprises later when I looked at the
demographic data. For example, I
found an unusually high percentage of
divorced people. I don't know why."
The first contacts of the day were
always the hardest, says Lampi, who
describes himself as "no extrovert by
nature." The events of his very first
attempt of the entire project attest to
that.
With clipboard in hand, he knocked
on the door of a recreational vehicle
containing a family of skiers just
sitting down for lunch. A man "in his
late forties or early fifties" wearing
army fatigues came to the door. Lampi
explained about the survey.

Cross-country skiers pause for a break, and take in the view, on Oregon's breathtaking Mount Hood.
14
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OSU agricultural economist Fred Obermiller, left, and graduate student Keith Lampi
look over computer data from Lampi's cross-country skiing study.

'He looked at me, up and down,
then went around the corner," recalls
Lampi. "Then he charged around the
corner after me with a ski pole and
chased me down the parking lot. He
finally gave up and started back to his
vehicle. I could hear him muttering
something about the so-and-so environmentalists."
Lampi "didn't spend too much time
trying to talk to the man" after that
but he did return to the lot and
continue his work. "Boy, this is going
to be quite a study," he remembers
thinking.

For the most part, people were
friendly and cooperative. The more
talkative ones seized the opportunity to
discuss their skiing activities, even, it
seemed to Lampi at times, at the
expense of that day's fun. A retired
couple from Forest Grove detained
him for several hours and invited him
to lunch.
Sometimes it was hard for the
mild-mannered Lampi to put an end to
good-hearted chatter. But his goal of
recruiting 300 survey participants, or
roughly 20 people per weekend,
demanded that he do it.

The only major setback came near
the end of the 16 weeks when he
fractured his foot playing basketball
and had to "beg" his wife Cindy for
help in finding skiers who'd agree to a
telephone interview. He drove through
the parking lots, pointing out the
people Cindy should question.
Back in the comfort of his OSU
office, Lampi managed to contact 273
of the 300 skiers he signed up for the
survey. It was "an unexpectedly good
turnout," he says. The phone work
was time consuming, taking an average
of 20 minutes and up to 45 minutes for
some calls. Now he's writing his Ph.D.
thesis and other research reports about
the survey.
About $5 per trip is the maximum
amount, on the average, the skiers in
his study would pay for their outdoor
experience. About 70,000 skiers visited
the Mount Hood sites he visited last
winter, he estimates.
When you consider those kinds of
figures, you can begin to compare the
primary economic impact of the sport
with that of timber harvesting, which
on Mount Hood occurs approximately
once every 60 years, says Lampi.
Substantial conflicts about land use
are inevitable because the population is
increasing and the public land base is
already fully utilized, the researcher
points out. But "if land managers are
going to make decisions based in part
on economic values," he adds, "they
should incorporate all of the data
possible.'Tn terms of the entire country,
the multiple land use puzzle is massive.
But the OSU graduate student has
contributed a small piece: the value of
cross-country skiing in the Mount
Hood National Forest.
Even though the survey is behind
him, Lampi probably will still pack a
lunch most weekends next winter and
head up to Mount Hood. But this time
he'll be the one clipping on skis. And,
if possible, he'll avoid the parking lots.

Jane Barr, a senior in OSU's
journalism department, is an
intern on the Oregon's Agricultural Progress staff.
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OSU researchers are eyeing
these poison plants' impact
on human health, as well as
on livestock

t probably took several million
years, a lot of trial and error
and more than a few failed species
along the way. But the end result
is one that would have made Charles
Darwin proud.
In an evolutionary sense, plants that
can produce poisonous substances
called pyrrolizidine alkaloids have
scored a minor coup. Many of their
principal predators, such as grazing
animals, tend to die if they eat them.
Add to that the plant's bitter taste,
ability to live in varied environments,
ability to hitch rides on the nearest hay
wagon and ability to spread vigorously.
What you have is a stubborn weed with
a definite "survival of the fittest"
disposition, one not likely to show up
anytime soon on an endangered species
list.
You also have an ever-increasing
headache for Pacific Northwest farmers and ranchers, who know all too
well that elimination of these plants is
practically impossible, controlling them
is not simple and living with them is
expensive. The biggest offender is still
tansy ragwort, a tall, slender weed
whose yellow blooms are a familiar
sight through much of the area in
spring, summer and fall. In Oregon
alone, this comparatively recent import
causes almost $5 million a year in
livestock losses and up to $20 million in
field crop damage (contamination of
seed crops, hay and silage). A native
nuisance of increasing importance,
groundsel, is finding its way into more
and more silage. It contains the toxic
alkaloids, too.
For 15 years, OSU scientists have
tried to find new ways to kill or control
tansy and groundsel, using everything
from herbicides to cinnabar moths
whose larvae eat the plants. That work
continues. But, in light of the plants'

I
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resilient survival mechanisms, researchers like Morrie Craig are also considering how Northwesterners can live with
the weeds—studying how their toxins
work, how to protect animals that have
eaten them, and other health implications for animals and humans.
"It's not realistic to believe we're
going to eliminate these weeds anytime
soon," said Craig, an OSU professor
of veterinary medicine and a leader in
studying the effects of pyrrolizidine
alkaloids on animals. "A goal now is
to find out how to co-exist with tansy
and groundsel, to learn why some
animals are more vulnerable than
others and how we might protect them,
or what concerns there might be with
alkaloid residues in animal milk and
meat. One current problem is that
groundsel infestations are apparently
getting worse."
A recent focus of Craig's research,
in collaboration with OSU veterinary
scientists Linda Blythe and Donald
Hansen, has been possible contamination of dairy cattle milk with pyrrolizidine alkaloids. It's a concern the
scientists take seriously, with risks of
cirrhosis of the liver or liver cancer as

the bottom line, and one that prompted
the National Dairy Association to fund
the OSU research project.

"It's not realistic to
believe we're going to
eliminate these weeds."
The concern is not that the quart of
milk you buy at the supermarket is
going to give you liver cancer. The
early findings and data indicate just the
opposite, that there is no immediate
cause for concern. But the research
also indicates that a great deal is not
known about the exact levels of
pyrrolizidine alkaloids necessary to
cause a problem in humans, about
whether the effect of these toxins is
cumulative (builds up), and about
whether there is a threshold of
exposure below which a person is safe
(and, if so, what that threshold level
is). Both laboratory results and realworld incidents show a toxic potential
worthy of respect.

Above: Veterinary researcher Morrie
Craig analyzes milk samples in his lab.
Below: Craig, left, and colleagues Linda
Blythe and Don Hansen in the OSU
Milking Barn.
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"The question is how
much are we being
exposed to, how much
is too much, and over
what period/'
In 1976, wheat strongly tainted with
pyrrolizidine alkaloids was sent from
Britain to Afghanistan, producing liver
disease in 1,700 people and many
deaths. A similar incident in India in
1975 killed 67 people. Some have
speculated that a pyrrolizidine alkaloidproducing plant that grows in some
wheat fields in South Africa could
contribute to the highest level of liver
cancer in the world. In one Texas
incident, people drank herbal tea made
from a plant high in these toxic
alkaloids, yielding proven cases of
both liver cirrhosis and liver cancer.
"The question," Craig said, "is not
whether these toxins can be a human
health problem. That's a fact. The
question is how much are we being
exposed to, how much is too much,
and over what period."
To pursue one aspect of that
question, Craig, BIythe and Hansen
recently completed a study to determine the level of pyrrolizidine alkaloids in the milk of dairy cows eating
silage contaminated with moderate-butrealistic amounts of groundsel and
tansy. The silage came from an Oregon
dairy farmer who was concerned that
the contamination might be hurting his
animals. They studied eight cows at the
OSU Dairy Center, using techniques
developed at OSU.
"The results were generally encouraging," Craig said. "We found that
the groundsel toxicity diminished by
almost 90 percent after two to three
weeks of re-ensilaging (a process
during which bacteria alter the silage),
suggesting a possible tool to prevent
animal health problems and milk
contamination. The animals were not
made sick by these levels, which ended
up being about 2 percent of their feed,
and their milk production did not
decrease. We did find alkaloids in their
milk, at a level that would compare to
about 0.1 milligram per quart."
Is that too much? A cause for
concern?
18
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Above: Dairy cattle can ingest poisonous weeds by eating silage like this. Upper right:
Cattle graze in a field spotted with tansy ragwort. Lower right: Craig uses a computer to
study toxicity levels in livestock food.

"In any immediate sense, we'd have
to say the data indicate that this level
of alkaloids is not a problem," Craig
said. "These concentrations are extremely low, hundreds or thousands of
times lower than levels that have been
proven to cause a problem. Also, any
contaminated milk in a commercial
operation would be blended and
diluted with other milk. Although

there's a concern any time you find a
carcinogen (cancer-causing substance)
entering the human food chain, it's
apparent any worry would be from a
long-term, cumulative point of view,
and in that area we still don't have a lot
of answers."
In other areas, answers are easier to
get. A unique blood test developed at
OSU that offers early warning of

pyrrolizidine alkaloid poisoning is
often used with horses and cattle
before sale. Another research goal has
been to find out why some animals,
such as sheep, seem practically
invulnerable to tansy poisoning, while
cattle and horses can be killed by
moderate dietary intakes of tansy. In
work partially funded by Oregon
livestock producers, the researchers
found that in sheep the liver is not a
primary protective mechanism, as
some had thought it might be.
"We're looking now at some other
possibilities, such as absorption, intestinal metabolites, or the rumen, the first
of four stomachs of the sheep," Craig
said. "It's probably a biochemical
protective mechanism. But the point is
that once you understand a mechanism,
you can often find a way to affect it,
giving an animal some protection
against the alkaloids, possibly with a
feed supplement."
That concept is being pursued by
Peter Cheeke, an OSU professor of
animal science.
Cheeke is testing a number of
nutritional additives to see if any
reduce the toxic damage done to
animal organs by these alkaloids. He
works with several animal species,
including goats, sheep, gerbils and
hamsters. So far, nothing has proved
valuable with the larger animals. But
one compound—BHT, a substance
commonly used as a food preservative—
has decreased the toxic impact of the
alkaloids in lab animals.
A multidisciplinary attack on these
problems also is moving ahead on
other fronts. Donald Buhler, an OSU
professor of agricultural chemistry, is
studying the mechanism of pyrrolizidine
toxicity to see where these toxins go in
the body, how they are metabolized
and why they are toxic. Researchers
also are continuing work on control of
the poisonous plants in the field .
"The point of all these efforts,"
Craig said, "is to find a way to
minimize the impact of these toxins—to
protect animal health and human
health and reduce economic losses. We
may not be able to eliminate the
problem, but I'm sure we can find
better ways to live with it."

Dave Stauth is a science writer in OSU's
Department of Information.
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The mineral zinc appears to be a
key to how drinking during pregnancy
interferes with tooth development

OF BOOZE & BABY
BY

Think small. Real small.
Picture yourself as a tiny
bacterium on a human
tooth. You, and a lot of
friends, are scrounging for
something to eat. Remnants of food
and drink on the tooth help you grow
and multiply.
When you and your cohorts eat, you
produce an acid that can etch a small
hole, or cavity, in the tooth. You've
heard through the dental bacteria
grapevine that some teeth are fairly
resistant to this etching. But, luckily
for you, that's not the case where you
live. For some reason, your tooth is
relatively soft.
The acid digs deeper and deeper into
the tooth. The hole catches more food.
With more to eat, more acid is
produced, which makes the cavity
bigger. And the circle of life continues.
This is a process many of us fight
every day by brushing our teeth. But
for some people, the scales of battle are
tilted before they're born. For example,
the tooth described above could belong
to the child of an alcoholic mother.
For years, doctors and dentists
around the world have noticed that
children born to alcoholic mothers
have a higher rate of tooth decay than
other children. But those were just
clinical observations. Little was known
about why this happened.

DAVE

KING

Foods and nutrition researcher Florian
Cerklewski looks for cavities in rat teeth.

Now, OSU researchers think they
have discovered a connection between
zinc, a mineral found in many foods,
and dental problems in the offspring of
alcoholic women.
"We knew going in that protein
requirements are high during pregnancy and lactation (breast feeding),"
says OSU foods and nutrition researcher Florian Cerklewski. "Alcohol
interferes with nutrient uptake. So
right there you can see part of the
problem."
But Cerklewski and co-researcher
Caroline Yeh say it's more than that.
In laboratory studies with rats, they
found that alcohol interferes with the
body's ability to store zinc, which is
important in the development of the
enamel layer that protects teeth. The
test results showed that alcohol has
little effect on other sustances important in enamel development, such as
calcium, phosphorous and magnesium.
In one test with rodents, the
researchers simulated conditions that
occur when pregnant or nursing
mothers consume a significant amount
of alcohol. The experiment produced a
zinc deficiency in the animals.
"One of our major findings," says
Cerklewski, "is that test animals fed
low-zinc diets, along with alcohol,
showed the lowest zinc status in body
tissue and, therefore, the lowest
capability for body functions."
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For humans, this is like when an
alcoholic mother "drinks her lunch"
instead of eating a well-balanced meal,
Cerklewski points out.

For humans, this is like
when an alcoholic
mother "drinks her
lunch."
"Our results demonstrate that alcohol reduces the zinc content of molar
teeth, just as it does for other tissues,"
says Cerklewski. "Using a scanning
electron microscope, we found in our
animal studies that tooth enamel
developed during a time alcohol was
consumed was more susceptible to a
simulated acid attack than tooth
enamel from animals which did not
consume alcohol."
How much like human teeth are rat
teeth? A lot, says the researcher, even
though the teeth that develop in a rat
fetus are permanent and the primary,
or "baby," teeth that develop in
human fetuses are replaced within a
few years of birth.
"Tooth development and enamel
structure are similar in rats and
humans," says Cerklewski. "And my
understanding of the problem with
primary tooth exposure is that if you
have dental decay on those initial teeth,
the oral (mouth) bacteria are then in
place when the permanent teeth push
out. Those microorganisms stay. The
new tooth structures that emerge are
sterile, and the oral bacteria just love
to latch onto some new territory. For
them, it's like the western migration to
new, fertile land."
The scientists gave rodents in the
experiments ethanol, a form of alcohol.
How much were they imbibing?
"The alcohol accounted for 30
percent of the rats' energy intake,"
explains Cerklewski. "Some of my
friends who work in the area pointed
out that some alcoholics get 50 percent
of their energy intake from alcohol. So
30 percent, on a human basis, is not the
most severe alcoholic."
In rats, at least, the research suggests
that any alcohol intake during pregnancy reduces the body's ability to
store and use zinc in the tooth
development process. The effect of
alcohol is so great, so antagonistic, the
researchers speculate, that taking
22 Oregon's Agricultural Progress—Summer 1986

Above: Cerklewski holds electron microscope photographs of the enamel layer of the
teeth of rats. The enamel looks different in rats whose mothers were fed high
percentages of alcohol. "Tooth development and enamel structure are similar in rats
and humans," says the researcher, shown below holding a rat jaw embedded with
teeth.

supplemental zinc tablets probably
would not offset the impact of alcohol
on the body's ability to use zinc.
That fits with the National Institutes
of Health suggestion that no amount
of alcohol consumption is safe during
pregnancy. The most dangerous time is
said to be during the last three months
of pregnancy, a peak period of tissue
development when the fetus has a
particularly high demand for nutrients.
Good sources of zinc during pregnancy, or any other time, says
Cerklewski, are oysters, whole grain
cereals and meat.
"The key is a balanced diet," says
the researcher, who published results
of the study in Nutrition Research, a
scientific journal. "Zinc is just part of
the puzzle. What we are trying to
accomplish here is to inject some solid
science into the the medical community's
clinical observations of chronic
alcoholics."
Dave King is a writer and radio-television producer in OSU's agricultural
communications department.

PROFILE
HER WORK IS
KIND OF CORNY
It's common for a college
student to change majors.
But enrolling in English and
finishing with a Ph.D. in
genetics?
Carol Rivin did that. Now
she's coordinating research
with maize—corn—that's at
the forefront of a new push
in biotechnology at OSU.
The change seems perfectly logical to Rivin.
"Books have always been
my keys to new adventures,"
she says. "Sometimes certain books just strike me
and, when that happens,
they stay with me forever."
At age 9, a book, "Treasures of the Ancient World,"
introduced her to the world
of anthropology.
Inspired, her first anthropological endeavor was
embalming her pet angelfish,
which she enshrined in a tinfoil temple. She read whatever she could get on
anthropology;
she was
"absolutely positive" she
would grow up to be an
anthropologist.
But at 10, loftier visions
—of space travel—overpowered the interest in
earth-bound topics. She
remembers, especially, an
"astronaut test" her brother
designed to measure her tolerance to G forces: Accidentally launched from a tightly
wound tree swing, she returned to Earth abruptly—
landing on her head in the
backyard of her parents' Los
Angeles home.
But setbacks couldn't
keep the young Rivin from
pursuing her goals, no matter what they were at any
given time.
By 1969, when she enrolled at the University of

California at Santa Cruz, her
wandering interest had returned to the literary classics she grew up with. She
declared herself a literature
major.
How did she jump to genetics? Logical answer: a
book.
This time it was "Molecular Biology of the Gene" by
James Watson. Watson, an
American, and English sci-

improve agricultural plants
and animals and achieve numerous other worthy goals.
After reading the book,
Rivin switched her major to
biology. She received a
bachelor's degree in that
subject in 1973 and, by 1978,
had a Ph.D. in genetics from
the University of Washington. She worked as a postdoctoral
researcher
at
Washington, and a research

Carol Rivin

entist Sir Francis Crick
unraveled the structure of
the DNA molecule, the
building block of life. Their
findings eventually set into
motion the worldwide blitzkreig aimed at using genetic
engineering to fight disease.

associate at Stanford University. Then, in 1984,
OSU's Department of Botany and Plant Pathology
hired her as one of the core
teacher/researchers in a new
biotechnology effort on the
campus.

Rivin's specialty is trying
to identify and understand
the genes in corn that control seed development. She
is piling up information that
other genetic scientists may
be able to use to improve
the plant, plus information
that may help scientists
working in other areas of
plant genetics.
But her enthusiasm for
reading is still there.
"I'm a data junkie," she
says, explaining that she often can be found in her silent office at night poring
over data sheets compiled
during the day's experiments.
"The research I'm doing
is a new way of evaluating
plants at a totally different
level—evaluating DNA itself rather than looking at
the yield of the plant or its
shape," she adds.
Pretty dry stuff, some
people might think. Not
Rivin.
Sitting in her office,
flanked by corn god figurines and a colorful lithograph of maize titled "El
Proveedor de la Vida," the
provider of life, she confesses to an "emotional attachment to maize." She
traces that to the plant's status with ancient civilizations
in Central and South
America, where it was prized
for its nutritional value and
worshipped for its colorful
patterns and variations.
"That makes the anthropology of maize an interesting topic," she says, neatly
tying her "Treasures of the
Ancient World" period to
her post "Molecular Biology of the Gene" days.

—Jane Barr
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